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ABSTRACT    Highly ordered assemblies prepared from tetra (4-sulfonatophenyl) 

phthalocyanine, (TSPc), by employing very acidic aqueous solutions were deposited onto 

Au(111) substrates and studied in UHV using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), scanning 

tunneling microscopy (STM), and orbital mediated tunneling spectroscopy (OMTS).  XPS of the 

TSPc aggregates shows that the ratio of protonated to unprotonated nitrogens does not change 

with decreasing solution pH.  STM images of TSPc deposited from pH < 1 solutions reveal 

ordered branched web-like assemblies hundreds of nanometers in length, generally 2 nm tall and 

having variable widths.  High-resolution UHV-STM images of TSPc aggregates on Au(111) 

reveal  detailed coherent columnar architecture with the phthalocyanine macrocycles orientated 

parallel to the substrate surface.  OMTS was used to identify high energy occupied orbitals and 

the LUMO of the TSPc aggregates and the results are contrasted with the same molecular states 

in unsubstituted metallated phthalocyanines (MPc).   The positions of the filled and the empty 

states of the TSPc are comparable to those of other unsubstituted MPc’s indicating that the 

electronegative sulfonate substituents have minimal effect on the electronic properties of the 

macrocycle in this aggregated state on Au. The HOMO-LUMO separation of the TSPc is slightly 

above 2 eV, a value consistent with the literature assignments for the Pc ring band gap.   

(Rev 1:  need 4,5 6:  Rev 2: done—names, table, removed 12& fixed refs,  X-ray etc, ) 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Phthalocyanines (Pc) are one of the most studied functional molecular materials because 

they possess many useful physiochemical and optoelectronic properties.1-10  To date, Pc’s have 

served as building blocks for advanced photovoltaics,2,5 sensors,6 field-effect transistors,7 

nonlinear optics,8 optical data storage,9 and electrochromic displays.10  These advanced 

technological applications, often require aggregated forms of the phthalocyanine for function, 

because the supermolecular Pc assemblies possess more advantageous physical, chemical, 

electrical, and optical properties than discrete molecular units.1,10,11  Supramolecular Pc 

organization can be achieved  through judicious manipulation of intermolecular interactions such 

as hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interactions, and  – stacking.   Cofacial columnar Pc 

assemblies, where the overlap between frontier molecular orbitals on adjacent molecules is 

maximized, are especially desirable for photovoltaic applications.1,2,5   Such face-on molecular 

arrangements complemented by long range coherence ensures efficient charge and energy 

transport through the Pc columns to the external circuit.  

Building aligned columnar Pc superstructures with coherence lengths several hundred 

nanometers in length is no easy task.  Researches have tackled this structural design problem by 

employing both technology and chemistry in attempts to realize the desired molecular 

architecture.   Longitudinal alignment of Pc columns from primarily alkoxy substituted 

metallated phthalocyanines (MPc) can be accomplished with Langmuir-Blodgett deposition,10,12-

16  spin casting,15 and even spontaneous assembly.17-19    Transverse orientation of Pc aggregates 

with the plane of the molecule aligned parallel to the substrate plane, an arrangement  preferred 

for solar cell applications, is more difficult.  Vapor deposition20,21  and molecular beam 

epitaxy22,23 of unsubstituted MPc achieved ordered multilayers with the plane of the molecule 

parallel to the substrate, however, ordering typically extended to only a few molecular layers.   

Chemically tailored phthalocyanines bearing hydrogen bonding groups within side chains14,24 

have shown promise in directing ordered aggregation in layer by layer deposition. In this type of 

aggregation, the kinetics of deposition must be carefully controlled and the choice of substrates 

is important, since the first monolayer acts as a template for the deposition of subsequent ones. 

Recently parallel alignment of the Pc rings on graphite and surface functionalized gold was 
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achieved by utilizing low concentrations of octylbenzamide ethyl-sulfanyl copper 

phthalocyanine.24  This molecular system’s extensive hydrogen bonding network produced 

ordered films, but only up to  a maximum of 10 monolayers thick.   

Our approach for the growth of ordered 

vertical Pc assemblies is to use simple pH 

controlled processing technique employing free 

base phthalocyanine tetrasulfonic acid, TSPc,  

(Figure 1) to deposit cofacially coherent  

molecular columns with the Pc planes laying 

flat on a solid support.  In this article, we report 

both spectroscopic and microscopic studies on 

self organization of TSPc, deposited from 

pH<1 solution on a Au(111) substrate.  We 

employed low solution concentrations and 

short deposition times.  Comparison of X-ray 

photoelectron spectra (XPS) of H2Pc and TSPc powders with the TSPc aggregate indicates that 

in HCl solution (even at a pH as low as 0) no additional protonation of the ring nitrogens in the 

TSPc takes place.   Images of the aggregates obtained by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) 

in an ultra high vacuum environment provide the first ‘topographical look’ at the structure of 

vertical columnar phthalocyanine assemblies formed on a surface.  We observed TSPc 

macrocycle planes aligned parallel to the gold surface forming stacks (5 molecules high) 

perpendicular to the substrate normal. Our STM derived dimensions for the Pc-Pc cofacial 

spacing agree very well with available X-ray diffraction (XRD) unit cell measurements for other 

H-bonded phthalocyanine assemblies.24,25  The face to face stacking configuration of the TSPc 

aggregates results in the high degree of overlap between LUMO’s on adjacent molecules and 

facilitates an efficient electron transport pathway – giving rise to an intense tunneling signal in 

the scanning tunneling spectra (STS) of the phthalocyanine.  The effects of the sulfonate groups 

on the electronic properties of TSPc are also considered. 

 

EXPERIMANTAL METHODS 

Figure 1. Molecular structure of 
phthalocyanine tetrasulfonic acid.   TSPc has 
several regioisomers.  Atom labels on the 
molecule refer to specific nitrogens in the 
XPS assignments discussed in this work.  
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Materials and Sample Preparation.  The phthalocyanine tetrasulfonic acid, TSPc, was 

purchased from Frontier Scientific and used without further purification or separation of 

regioisomers. Free-abase phthalocyanine, H2Pc, was acquired from Sigma-Aldrich. Gold metal, 

99.999% pure was obtained from Cerac Co.  All solvents and acids used were reaction grade. 

TSPc solutions were prepared in Millipore water (18 M) previously degassed by boiling for 1 

hour.  

10µM aqueous solutions of TSPc at  pH  5 and 0 were prepared using HCl for acidification at 

the lower pH. Au(111)/mica substrates prepared in-house were used in the XPS and SPM 

studies.  The TSPc samples were deposited on Au(111) as follows.  An aliquot of solution 

approximately 10 was dropped directly onto the substrate, allowed to remain for approximately 

10 min and then spun dry for 30 seconds at 4400 rpm. 

Epitaxially grown Au(111) on mica substrates were used for XPS, STM, and OMTS studies.   

The Au films were prepared on mica by vacuum evaporation in a procedure similar to that used 

previously.26 The evaporator was performed in a cryopumped chamber having a base pressure on 

the order of 5x10-10 Torr. The mica sheets (Ted Pella) were cleaved just before use with plastic 

tape. The substrate temperature was controlled by contact to a copper block heater. The 

temperature was monitored with an iron-constantan thermocouple and a millivolt meter giving an 

accuracy of about  2 °C.   For most of the samples, mica substrates were first heated to 500 °C 

for 12 h at a pressure less than 2x10-9 Torr. The substrate was then cooled to 350 °C and 

maintained there during Au deposition.  Gold (99.999%) was evaporated from a tungsten boat at 

a deposition rate of about 3 nm/min to form films with a thickness of roughly 150 nm. The 

pressure in the vacuum system prior to Au deposition was less than 8x10-10 Torr. The deposition 

rate was monitored with a thickness monitor (Sycon Instruments STM-100).  Following gold 

deposition, the films were slowly cooled to below 30 °C in the vacuum.  These films were either 

used immediately after preparation, or flame annealed in a hydrogen-oxygen flame before use. 

UV-Visible.   Electronic absorption spectra of 10 µM TSPc in acid solutions along with 

appropriate references were collected with Perkin-Elmer 330 and a Shimadzu UV-2501PC UV-

visible spectrophotometers.  10mm quartz cuvettes were employed.  

XPS. XPS samples of the TSPc aggregates were prepared with the same procedures as for the 

STM.  TSPc and H2Pc powder samples were pressed into indium shots.  280-300 watts of 

achromatic X-radiation at energy 1486.7 eV (monochromatic AlK) was used as XPS excitation 
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sources.  The analyzer was set for a spatial resolution of 120 m.  The energy resolution was set 

to 1.0 eV for survey spectra, and to 0.15 eV for the higher resolution acquisitions of C1s, N1s, 

S2p, and Au4f7/2 peaks.  Binding energies were calibrated against the Au 4f7/2 peak taken to be 

located at BE = 84.3 eV.   

TSPc deposition methodology described previously yielded low to medium surface coverage 

of the gold substrates by aggregates producing satisfactory samples for SPM imaging. TSPc 

aggregate samples were stored in a vacuum desiccator.  Samples were first examined by AFM 

and then were transferred to the STM instrument for further studies. 

STM, dI/dV, and OMTS.  Imaging experiments were performed in a UHV temperature 

controlled environment.   The samples were transferred via air-lock into the UHV STM chamber 

(working pressure <1x10-10 Torr) where the TSPc aggregate samples were heated to 100-130C 

for a period of 3 min or more in order to remove HCl and water.  The STM and controller were 

purchased from RHK technology and both constant current images and I-V data were acquired 

with this system. Unless otherwise stated, the images were plane-fit and low-pass filtered.  Most 

of the data was acquired at 19C, but a few images and I-V curves were obtained from nanorods 

on Au(111) at 80K.  Both etched W and Pt0.8Ir0.2 tips were used.  Generally, the tips required a 

cleaning step (Argon ion sputtering) in order to produce high quality I(V) curves on a clean gold 

surface.  Spectroscopy was performed by using the RHK software to measure current as a 

function of sample bias voltage, I(V), at fixed tip-sample separation (feedback off).   Multiple 

curves were acquired at each setting and then averaged.  dI/dV curves were obtained as a 

numerical derivative of the average I(V).  Orbital mediated tunneling spectra, OMTS, (dI/dV at 

fixed height) were measured on well defined TSPc aggregates on Au(111).   

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Aggregation of TSPc occurs both in solution and on the surface.  Traditionally, one uses 

UV-Vis spectroscopy to monitor aggregation in solution, with blue (H-type) or red (J-type) shifts 

taken as indicative of the relative orientation of molecules within the aggregate.  When the 

aggregate solution is used to form nanostructures on surfaces, the nanostructures may, or may 

not, be the same as the solution supported aggregates.  First, the conventional solution phase 
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analysis based on UV-Vis data will be shown.  N1s XPS spectra will then be used to probe the 

protonation state of the surface aggregates.  Finally, STM and OMTS data will provide a detailed 

molecular picture of the nano-webs formed from pH 0 solution on Au(111). 

 

UV Visible spectra.  Figure 2 contrasts 

the optical absorption spectrum of a 10 M 

aqueous TSPc solution at pH 0 (aggregated) 

with that of the isolated molecule as seen in 

DMSO also at 10M concentration.  In 

DMSO, the metal-free phthalocyanine 

monomer species can be easily identified by 

the characteristic presence of two well-

resolved intense Qx and Qy bands near 660 

and 700 nm and two lower intensity vibronic 

transitions at 630 and 600 nm.27,28    At pH 0 

the Q-band  blue shifts and significantly 

reduces in intensity.   This type of spectral 

behavior, i.e. decreasing intensity and blue shifting of a broadened Q-band absorption is 

associated with aggregation of TSPc molecules in aqueous and high ionic strength solutions.29-32  

The aggregates formed are thought to be composed of two or more phthalocyanine units 

electronically coupled via - stacking or H-type aggregation.   This idea was supported by the 

demonstration of CuTSPc dimers in dilute aqueous solutions as determined by small-angle X-ray 

scattering (SAXS) studies.25  The long tailing of the Q-band suggests that single molecules may 

also be present.  Any additional reduction in the intensity of the broadened Q-band is believed to 

be indicative of formation of higher order phthalocyanine aggregates.33  Although the acid-base 

equilibrium constants for sulfonic acid substituents on the TSPc are not known, it is expected 

that the sulfonate groups remain ionized except in very acidic solutions.34  For SO3H groups in 

tetrasulfonylphenyl chlorin (a N4-macrocycle related to a phthalocyanine), a pKa of 1.4 was 

estimated using Q-band absorbance titration curves.35  By utilizing the same methodology we 

determined that the pKa for the dissociation of the SO3H groups in TSPc in HCl to 

approximately equal 1.1, which is in very close agreement with the pKa found for the ionization 

Figure 2.  Absorption spectra (coded in 
color) of 10M TSPc in water at pH 0 (black) 
adjusted with HCl.  The red line spectrum is 
that of 10M TSPc acquired in DMSO. This 
is a spectrum of monomeric phthalocyanine 
species presented here as a reference.   
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of sulfonate groups in the chlorin system.35  

Note that the pKa for the dissociation of the 

benzene sulfonic acid is 0.7.36  Thus, it is 

reasonable to assume that in pH 0 solution all 

the sulfonate groups on the TSPc are 

protonated. 

 XPS.  We performed XPS studies on 

Au(111) substrates treated with 0.75 M HCl, 

and those treated with 10 M TSPc in 0.75M 

HCl.  The Au(111) surface gave a clear but 

weak chlorine peak of about the same intensity 

was seen from HCl only and TSPc in HCl 

treated samples.  When the samples were 

heated to 100C in UHV, the chlorine signal 

disappeared.  We interpret these results to 

mean that the Au is reacting with HCl to form 

a thin surface chloride layer that can be 

decomposed on heating. The N1s core-level 

spectra for the free base unsubstituted 

phthalocyanine, H2Pc, and TSPc powders and 

the TSPc deposited  from pH 0 solution on 

Au(111) are depicted in Figure 3.  

All three spectra present three peaks with 

binding energies of 398, 400, and 402 eV. The 

two lower energy peaks originate from three 

nonequivalent nitrogen atoms in the molecule 

that are identified in Figure 1.  The low 

intensity peak at 402.5 eV (black curve) is due 

to shake-up transitions. The peak near 398.6 

eV (blue line fit) is associated with two types 

of coordinated nitrogens: the two pyrrole aza nitrogens, denoted as N2 in Figure 1, and the four 

Figure 3.  N1s region XPS for H2Pc and 
TSPc powders and TSPc aggregates.  The 
blue and red line fits in each spectrum are 
associated with the binding energies arising 
from the unprotonated and protonated Pc 
nitrogens, respectively. Black curve is a 
shake-up peak. 
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mesobridging aza nitrogens, denoted as N3. The binding energies of the two types of aza 

nitrogens lie very close together and usually are not resolvable.37  The next peak at 400.4 eV (red 

line fit) is associated with two pyrrole nitrogens bonded to hydrogen atoms in the center of the 

molecule, denoted as N1 in the same figure.  Our assignments of the binding N1s nitrogens in 

TSPc are consistent with previously reported XPS spectra of H2Pc38 and TSPc37 complexes.  

Note that the in the spectrum of the TSPc aggregate adsorbed onto Au(111) the peak due to N3 

and N2 shifts to lower binding energy by about 0.3 eV relative to the 398.67 eV signal from the 

same nitrogens in the bulk TSPc and H2Pc (Figure 3).  Similar lowering (by 0.4 eV) in the 

binding energy of the aza-nitrogens (N3 and N2) was observed in the XPS of CuTSPc absorbed 

from water onto surface oxidized multiwall carbon nanotubes, o-MWCNT.39  This result was 

attributed to strong interaction between the phthalocyanines and the o-MWCNT substrate. Since 

the binding energy correlates with electron density around a nucleus, lowering in the binding 

energy of the azo N1s indicates that charge transfer occurs between the aggregated TSPc 

molecules and the gold surface.  Another indicator for the interaction of the TSPc azo-nitrogens 

with the substrate is the broadening of the N1s manifold in comparison to the N1s spectrum of 

the bulk powder.   

It is interesting to note that the binding energies of the nitrogens in the TSPc and the ratio of 

the unprotonated aza and pyrrole nitrogens (N2 and N3) to the hydrogen bearing nitrogens (N1) 

remain unaffected by the highly acidic environment from which the TSPc molecules were 

deposited on the Au(111).  The ratio of the unprotonated to the protonated nitrogen atoms is 3:1 

in all these species indicating that the pyrole nitrogens in the Pc are not protonated in HCl 

solution down to pH = 0. This is not the case for the tetrasulfonyl porphyrin, TSPP, which easily 

distorts to accommodate two additional protons in the macrocycle cavity under acidic 

conditions.40,41 In a phthalocyanine, protonation at the inner isoindole-nitrogen atoms would 

cause a significant out-of-plane deformation of the macrocycle resulting in an energetically 

untenable conformation.42 Outer protonation at the meso-nitrogen atoms is expected to be 

energetically more favorable than the inner protonation at the isoindole-nitrogen atoms.  In fact, 

DFT calculations indicate that protonation of all the outer meso-nitrogen atoms produces the 

most stable Pc structure.42  Protonation of the bridging aza nitrogens in a Pc can be achieved in 

highly concentrated H2SO4 solutions resulting in a red shift of the Q-band in the optical spectrum 
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of the macrocycle.43,44   Both, our XPS and UV-vis experiments indicate that the TSPc bridging 

nitrogens do not protonate in HCl solutions at pH ≥ 0.    

STM.  A representative large scale STM 

image of TSPc aggregates formed on 

Au(111) acquired under UHV conditions is 

depicted in Figure 4.  TSPc deposited from 

pH 0 solution forms web-like structures with 

branches that radiate predominantly at near 

60 and 120 angles (perhaps following the 

structure of the gold substrate) and extend 

over the entire area of the substrate.  Because 

the commercially acquired TSPc is composed 

of several regioisomers, the aggregates are 

not expected to propagate in a linear fashion.  

The dimensions of the aggregates, both 

height and width, vary but not widely: 1.6-

2nm for the height and 20-60 nm for the 

width of the aggregates.  The bodies of the aggregates remain intact upon repeated scanning 

without decomposing into TSPc molecules. We note that scanning under positive sample bias 

yielded clear STM images.  With reverse bias it was difficult to obtain well resolved topography.  

This is indicative of primarily LUMO mediated tunneling.45   

Higher resolution STM images of heated TSPc samples, shown in Figure 5, display 

branching aggregate filaments with nearly flat surfaces and well-defined edges.  The edges in 

some aggregate filaments form graduated steps like the ones clearly visible in Figure 5b. A close 

inspection reveals that the filaments are composed of close lying parallel strands of molecules. In 

Figure 5a we observe different types of aggregate branches: one in which rows of TSPc 

molecules propagate down the length of the aggregate labeled 1 (the predominant form) and 

another in which parallel lines of molecules are aligned at nearly 60 to the long axis of the 

aggregate filament, labeled 2 (minor form).  More detailed images of the form 2 aggregate are 

provided in the Supporting Information.  Observe that the aggregate branches that extend from 

structure 2 in Figure 5a resume a molecular arrangement identified as structure 1 at the limb 

Figure 4. Large scale constant current STM 
image of TSPc aggregates on Au(111).  Image 
was taken in UHV after heating the sample to 
100º C.  The set point was 1.6 V and 5 pA. 
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junctures.  At this time it is difficult to identify what drives this difference in structural behavior.  

It may be that we are seeing surface induced isomer separation. This conjecture, however, needs 

to be verified with images obtained from isomerically pure TSPc – a project currently underway 

in our laboratory.  In the cross section associated with Figure 5b, the step height of the individual 

parallel molecular rows measures 0.4-0.5 nm and the width is about 2 nm.  The staircase 

patterning of the TSPc molecules in 5b is not a multi-tip artifact.  We have observed this type of 

structure in different TSPc aggregate samples imaged with different tips.  

A clearer picture of the TSPc ordered assemblies on the gold surface emerges in the high-

resolution image depicted in Figure 6.  Here, the inter-row separation (2.0 ± 0.1 nm) is clearly 

b 

1

a 
1 

2 

Figure 5.   Representative UHV-STM images of TSPc aggregates formed on Au(111).  Image (a) 
presents two types of self-organized structures: 1 parallel rows of TSPc molecules propagate 
down the length of the aggregate and 2 parallel lines of molecules are aligned at 60 to the long 
axis of the aggregate.  In image (b) the parallel molecular rows form graduated steps.  Both 
images were acquired after the samples were heated to 100 C.  The set point was 1.6V and 5pA. 
Below each figure is a cross-section of a feature identified in the image. 
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identifiable and well documented by the 

cross-sectional profile of the aggregate 

filament.  The widths of the molecular 

rows are approximately the same as the 

diameter of individual TSPc molecules, 

namely ~2 nm.   The separation between 

molecules within a row is 1.7 ± 0.2 nm.  

This value is in excellent agreement with 

a wide angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) 

pattern of CuTSPc molecules crystallized 

in solvated polycationic gels, where the 

phthalocyanine formed hexagonal 

columns separated by a distance of 1.72 

nm.25   To our knowledge, there are no 

single-crystal structures reported for pure 

TSPc based compounds.  Note that the top 

of the filament is incredibly flat and its 

sides are very steep giving the aggregate a 

rectangular form.  Such restrained 

geometry implies a high level of ordering 

of molecules in all three dimensions.  

The structural evidence presented in 

figures 5 and 6 can only result from self-

assembly of the TSPc macrocycles with the Pc planes aligned perfectly parallel to the gold 

surface forming stacks perpendicular to the substrate normal. The measured vertical TSPc-TSPc 

separation is 0.45nm, which is consistent with eclipsed cofacial - arrangement of the 

macrocycles dictated by H-bonding of protonated sulfonate groups between the Pc rings.  A 

similar value for the Pc-Pc cofacial spacing was reported in X-ray diffraction studies of other H-

bonded phthalocyanine assemblies with large ring substituent.19,24  For example, a XRD study of 

self-organized 2,3,9,10,16,17,23,24-octa(2-(4-octylbenzamide ethyl-sulfanyl) phthalocyanine 

films on amine modified gold substrates reported a columnar aggregate with  Pc layer planes 

Figure 6.  Constant current high resolution image 
of a TSPc aggregate along with a cross-sectional 
view of molecular packing  of the phthalocyanine.  
The sample was heated to 100 C in UHV before 
imaging.  The molecular rows are 2 nm apart.   
The set point was 1.6V and 5pA. 
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separated by multiples of 0.4-0.5 nm consistent with  hydrogen-bonding interaction.24  An AFM 

cross sectional analysis of this film indicated that the average layer thickness was 0.44 nm; 

however, no molecular resolution was 

achieved.24   SAXS  studies of CuTSPc 

aggregates in dilute aqueous solutions (2.00 

- 0.25 weight % Pc) also measured a 

distance of 0.5 nm between the planes of Pc 

dimers.25 

Our STM data provides the first 

molecular level microscopic evidence for 

columnar assemblies of phthalocyanines 

formed on surfaces.  The dimensions 

associated of these structures are in good 

agreement with XRD data obtained for other 

- stacked phthalocyanines.  While most 

single-crystal and thin film derived discotic 

assemblies exhibit some tilt of the Pc’s 

within columns, the TSPc aggregates 

deposited from pH 0 form perfect face-on 

aligned columns at least five molecules 

thick. 

We have learned that a very low pH 

environment is necessary for protonating the 

sulfonate groups, thereby initiating H-

bonding that aligns the TSPc columns.  

Higher pH conditions (>1) proved less 

effective for producing ordered TSPc 

assemblies and results of that work will be reported elsewhere. 

I/V curves and OMTS.   We interpret the spectra in Figure 7 in terms of orbital mediated 

tunneling, OMT.45,46,47  In addition to the TSPC aggregate OMTS trace, we have included the 

tunneling spectra of CoPc46,48-50 and VOPc47 monolayers (reported earlier) for comparison.  The 

Figure 7.  Comparison of area averaged dI/dV 
spectra taken from a TSPc aggregate (red 
trace) with those obtained from monolayer 
films of CoPc (blue trace, reference 48) and 
VOPc (black trace, reference 47) all on 
Au(111).   The zeros of each trace are placed 
arbitrarily to allow easier comparison of 
spectra. Also shown is the I/V curve obtained 
from three layers of TSPc on Au(111).   
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intense peak near +1.35 eV in the TSPc tunneling spectrum is attributed to tunneling mediated 

by the * LUMO of the Pc ring and the same peak occurs in essentially the same place for all 

three phthalocyanines shown.  The complex of peaks seen between 0 and -1 V bias in the CoPc 

spectrum are attributed to a superposition of both the half-filled dz2 orbital of the cobalt(II) ion 

and to the HOMO of the phthalocyanine ring. The intense peak (or shoulder) seen in all three 

spectra near -1.75 V we attribute to HOMO-1 and HOMO-2 (a nearly degenerate pair).  The 

intensity of the HOMO-1 and HOMO-2 peaks of TSPc, are consistent with the analysis and of 

the STM image of H2Pc presented by Nilson.51 

The very weak or absent HOMO peak is a bit of a mystery.  Why is the band near -0.7 V 

bias so strong in CoPc and not clearly seen in VOPc or in the TSPc aggregate (also by 

implication in H2Pc51). The same HOMO band is clearly present in naphthalocyanine on 

HOPG.52  We can suggest two possibilities and we realize there may be other alternatives.  In the 

first scenario, there is significant mixing of metal and  HOMO in the case of CoPc.  To support 

this, recent XPS, UPS, and X-ray Excited Auger Electron Spectroscopy (XAES) studies 

provided evidence for a negative charge transfer at the CoPc/Au(111) interface from the 

substrate into the molecule facilitated by a considerable coupling between the d orbitals of the 

Co ion and the gold metal surface states.53,54  Moreover, the image of monolayer and multilayer 

CoPc is well known to reflect mixing between the metal substrate and cobalt ion.45,48,49,55  

Mixing of metal orbitals and HOMO, when combined with the known Co-Au interaction of the 

adsorbed CoPc, may result in significantly enhanced tunneling through the HOMO.  In the 

absence of this indirect mixing with Au states, the HOMO tunneling intensity may be weak.  

Thus, in the case of H2Pc and TSPc, where there is no central metal to strongly interact with the 

substrate, the HOMO does not play a significant role in the elastic tunneling.  In the VOPc case, 

the strong covalent link between V and O, and the displacement of the vanadium from the center 

of the molecule, also result in poor vanadium-gold mixing and thus a weak HOMO band.  Left 

unanswered in this picture, is why the HOMO tunneling is intrinsically weak.   

An alternative picture accounts for the TSPc aggregate case, but not for VOPc.  In the 

alternative picture, it is recognized that the tunneling current observed must pass through several 

TSPc layers.  Thus, one can observe only those orbitals with high individual tunneling rates and 

having significant overlap with the same orbitals on adjacent molecules.  The extreme view here 

is that some of the current may be due to conduction at bias voltages above and below the 
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HOMO-1/LUMO band gap.  It needs to be stressed that in the preceding discussion we were 

comparing the spectral results obtained for the CoPc and VOPc monolayers with dI/dV for TSPc 

cofacially stacked aggregate layers ~2 nm high.   We are therefore, measuring transverse 

conductivity through columns five molecules thick.   Since the LUMO of the TSPc is mainly due 

to the macrocycle’s affinity states, the co-facially stacked configuration is expected to result in 

the highest degree of overlap between LUMO’s on adjacent molecules and facilitate efficient 

electron transport. 

We turn to two different approaches to justify our assertion that the HOMO and LUMO 

positions of TSPc are essentially the same as those for H2Pc.  The first argument relates to the 

relative ineffectiveness of the electron withdrawing effect created by the sulfonates.  The second 

argument relies upon ab-initio DFT calculations. 

Why do the electron withdrawing sulfonate groups appear to have no effect on the positions 

of the molecular orbitals?   Recent tunneling studies showed that there is a small shift (0.2 V) to 

lower energy in both HOMO and LUMO of perfluorinated CoPc (CoF16Pc) and CuF16Pc 

monolayers on gold or silver relative to the parent CuPc and CoPc.56-58  However, the 

HOMO/LUMO edges of Cl16CuPc56 shifted only marginally.  The HOMO edge of CuF16Pc 

adsorbed on Au(111) shifted to higher energy by  +0.22 eV, while the LUMO moved by ~ +0.4 

eV compared to the same levels in CuPc relative to the vacuum level.56  The positions of first 

ionization and electron affinity states for a series of symmetrically substituted, CoF4Pc, CoF8Pc, 

and CoF16Pc adsorbed on Ag(110) also exhibited a similar systematic but small shift toward 

higher energies compared to the HOMO and LUMO for the parent CoPc molecule.57 All these 

tunneling results were consistent with UPS measurements of the ionization potentials on the 

same systems.48,53,59  UPS combined with inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPES) was 

employed to compare the electronic structure of CuPc, Cu F8Pc, and Cu F16Pc adsorbed on gold.  

This study produced results in excellent agreement with the OMTS findings.59  Interestingly, both 

the OMTS56,57  and UPS-IEPS59 works measured a constant transport gap energy at 2.0± 0.1 eV 

for all the halogenated phthalocyanines investigated.  We here assert that the HOMO-LUMO gap 

in the TSPc aggregate also has a comparable band gap of about 2.0 eV.  We believe this is for 

two reasons.  First, we should not expect the four sulfonate substituents to have the same 

profound effect on the electronic structure of the phthalocyanine as the more electronegative 

fluorine substitution, considering that the CuCl16Pc56 monolayer exhibited an OMTS very similar 
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to that of  the CuPc complex.  To get a better feel for implication of electronegative substituents 

on the HOMO/LUMO energies of phthalocyanines it is convenient to take advantage of the 

Hammett constant (),60,61 which correlates well with the redox potentials (ionization potential 

and electron affinity, EA) for substituted MPc in solution.   Using the relevant MPc  and redox 

values from the literature we obtain the following trend: H2Pc (  = 0,60 EA = 4.01 eV60),  

TSPc(  = 1.4,60 EA = 4.18 eV60), Fe(Cl16Pc) (  = 3.68,60 EA = 4.2262)  Co(F16Pc) (  = 7.68,61 

EA = 4.3663).  The solution phase electron affinity (EA) values were obtained by equating the 

reported reference SCE potential to 4.71 eV relative to the vacuum level.41,45  In this grouping of 

phthalocyanines, it is quite apparent that four sulfonate groups, having a   value of less than 

20% of that for F16Pc, will exert only a weak effect on the electron affinity level of the Pc.   

Thus, it is not surprising that the TSPc adsorbate HOMO-LUMO split remains invariant. 

An alternative approach to justifying the constancy of band gap in the parent and sulfonated 

phthalocyanines is to use a DFT calculation using the B3LYP functional and the 6-31g+(d,p) 

basis.  All calculations were performed for the gas phase molecules and the structures were 

optimized.  We note, however, that the barrier to rotation of the sulfonate groups is so low that 

there is little difference in total energy for the case of two OH groups up and two down, or for 

one OH group up and three down.  We calculated the barrier to rotation of one sulfonate in the 

pseudo C2h isomer of H4TSPc to be only 3.3 kcal/mole.  In addition to considering the effects of 

SO3H group rotation on the energy, we also considered the structural isomers by performing the 

calculation on two of the four possible structures,64 the pseudo C2h and the Cs structures.  

Consideration of the results reported in Table 1 clearly demonstrates that the orbital splitting of 

the ligand orbitals near the HOMO and LUMO is essentially the same out to a few hundredths of 

an eV.   

One does notice that the calculations give different relative zero's of energy, with the gas 

phase H4TSPc levels laying about 1 eV deeper than those calculated for gas phase H2Pc.  Why 

then are the levels of the two species so similar when supported on Au?  One possibility is that 

presented by Toader and co-workers.57  They postulate that the "molecular Fermi energy" is mid 

band gap and that the substrate and molecular Fermi energies equilibrate.  A less specific but 

perhaps more accurate description would take into account the local potential experienced by the 

adsorbate and charge redistribution afforded by condensed phase hydrogen bonding.  

Experimentally, it is clear that the LUMO of TSPc is not shifted from +1.35 to +0.35 V (as 
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suggested by gas phase calculations), but rather is within a few hundredths of an eV for both 

molecular systems. 

 

Table 1.  Calculated symmetry and energies for H2Pc orbitals and energies for H4TSPc in 
both high symmetry and Cs isomer forms.  The last column is the difference between the 
orbital energy in H2Pc and the pseudo C2h symmetry H4TSPc isomer.  The solid line 
separated occupied and virtual orbitals. 
 
Symmetry -Eb  -E+0.0386b -E+0.0376b  (eV)   (eV)+1.050 
C2h

 a  H2Pc  H4TSPc Cs H4TSPc  H2Pc  H4TSPc 
 
Au  0.0529  0.0604  0.0598   -1.44  0.20 
Bg  0.1142  0.1137  0.1138   -3.11  -0.01 
Bg  0.1157  0.1157  0.1157   -3.15  0.00 
Au  0.1937  0.1935  0.1935   -5.27  -0.01 
Au  0.2508  0.2511  0.2512   -6.82  0.01 
Bg  0.2519  0.2537  0.2538   -6.85  0.05 
Au  0.2613  0.2615  0.2616   -7.11  0.01 
Bg  0.2633  0.2642  0.2640   -7.16  0.02 
Au  0.2670  0.2677  0.2678   -7.26  0.02 
Bg  0.2701  0.2697  0.2703   -7.35  -0.01 
Bg  0.2715  0.2714  0.2714   -7.38  0.00 
Ag  0.2745  0.2714  0.2716   -7.47  -0.08 
Au  0.2756  0.2739  0.2746   -7.50  -0.05 
Bu  0.2856  0.2826  0.2827   -7.77  -0.08 
 
aSymmetry of orbitals for H2Pc having C2h geometry.  bEnergy in Hartrees. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have demonstrated a simple pH controlled processing technique for growth of ordered 

assemblies of ionic TSPc molecules on a gold substrate.  TSPc deposited from pH 0 solution 

acidified with HCl, forms web-like structures with branches that radiate predominantly along the 

symmetry directions of the gold substrate and extend over the entire area of the substrate.  Our 

high resolution STM data provide the first single-molecule level microscopic evidence for the 

formation of columnar phthalocyanine assemblies on a surfaces.  Here the TSPc macrocycle 

planes are aligned parallel to the gold surface forming stacks (5 molecules high) perpendicular to 

the substrate normal. The measured vertical TSPc-TSPc separation is 0.45nm, which is 

consistent with eclipsed cofacial - arrangement of the macrocycles dictated by H-bonding of 
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protonated sulfonate groups between the Pc rings.  Our STM derived dimensions for the Pc-Pc 

cofacial spacing agree very well with available XRD unit cell measurements for other H-bonded 

phthalocyanine assemblies. 

Comparison of the OMTS of non-sulfonated Pcs with that of TSPc clearly shows that 

surface and molecule-molecule interactions significantly reduce the electron withdrawing effects 

associated with the sulfonate substitution predicted in the gas phase.   Moreover, a comparison of 

the DFT orbitals for H6TSPc and for H2Pc demonstrates that the difference in gas phase energies 

for the higher occupied and lower unoccupied orbitals is almost exclusively a static 1.05 eV 

shift.  Thus, image charges in the metal substrate and dielectric shielding can bring the HOMOs 

and LUMOs of these compounds into close allignment. 

XPS results indicate that the binding energies of the nitrogens in the TSPc aggregates 

remain unaffected by the highly acid environment from which they were deposited.   The ratio of 

the unprotonated to protonated nitrogen atoms in the H2Pc and TSPc powders is the same and 

remains unchanged in the TSPc aggregate indicating that the pyrole nitrogens in the Pc are not 

protonated in HCl solution, even at a pH as low as 0.  This is an important contributing factor to 

the H-aggregation displayed by these molecules.  By contrast, in porphyrin systems at this pH 

protonation of all four inner nitrogen leads to strong deformation from a planar structure and 

elecectrostatic repulsion that results in J-aggregation. 

The electron affinity and the ionization potential energies for 2 nm thick TSPc molecular 

stacks deposited on the Au(111) are very nearly identical to the HOMO and LUMO positions of 

unsubstituted phthalocyanines indicating that the four sulfonate substituents  have little effect on 

the electronic structure of the phthalocyanine.  The cofacial stacking configuration of the TSPc 

aggregates results in a high degree of overlap between LUMO’s on adjacent molecules and 

facilitates efficient electron transport – giving rise to an intense tunneling signal.  The very weak 

first ionization (HOMO OMTS) band is likely due to the HOMO being less effective in 

providing a path for electron transfer through the stack   If the HOMO mediated transfer between 

a single pair of TSPc is 70% of that of the LUMO, the net transfer efficiency through a stack of 

five TSPc would be 17% or less relative to the LUMO. 

We have demonstrated that a simple pH controlled deposition of ionic phthalocyanines 

eliminates the need for either long chain functionalities and/or chemically modified substrates to 

promote cofacial self-assembly and stabilization of phthalocyanine stacks on solid supports.  At 
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this point, however, this technique also yields only a limited stack (about 5 molecules), and does 

not provide uniform coverage.  It is possible, however, that a change in substrate and deposition 

conditions might result in more uniform coverage.  
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1.   Molecular structure of phthalocyanine tetrasulfonic acid.   TSPc has several 

regioisomers.  Atom labels on the molecule refer to specific nitrogens in the XPS assignments 

discussed in this work. 

Figure 2.  Absorption spectra (coded in color) of 10M TSPc in water at pH 0 (black) adjusted 

with HCl.  The red line spectrum is that of 10M TSPc acquired in DMSO. This is a spectrum of 

monomeric phthalocyanine species presented here as a reference. 

Figure 3.  N1s region XPS for H2Pc and TSPc powders and TSPc aggregates.  The blue and red 

line fits in each spectrum are associated with the binding energies arising from the unprotonated 

and protonated Pc nitrogens, respectively. Black curve is a shake-up peak. 

Figure 4. Large scale constant current STM image of TSPc aggregates on Au(111).  Image was 

taken in UHV after heating the sample to 100º C.  The set point was 1.6 V and 5 pA. 

Figure 5.   Representative UHV-STM images of TSPc aggregates formed on Au(111).  Image 

(a) presents two types of self-organized structures: 1 parallel rows of TSPc molecules propagate 

down the length of the aggregate and 2 parallel lines of molecules are aligned at 60 to the long 

axis of the aggregate.  In image (b) the parallel molecular rows form graduated steps.  Both 

images were acquired after the samples were heated to 100 C.  The set point was 1.6V and 5pA. 

Below each figure is a cross-section of a feature identified in the image. 

Figure 6.  Constant current high resolution image of a TSPc aggregate along with a cross-

sectional view of molecular packing  of the phthalocyanine.  The sample was heated to 100 C in 

UHV before imaging.  The molecular rows are 2 nm apart.   The set point was 1.6V and 5pA. 

Figure 7.  Comparison of area averaged dI/dV spectra taken from a TSPc aggregate (red trace) 

with those obtained from monolayer films of CoPc (blue trace, reference 48) and VOPc (black 
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trace, reference 47) all on Au(111).   The zeros of each trace are placed arbitrarily to allow easier 

comparison of spectra. Also shown is the I/V curve obtained from three layers of TSPc on 

Au(111). 
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Figure 1. Molecular structure of phthalocyanine tetrasulfonic acid.   
TSPc has several regioisomers.  Atom labels on the molecule refer to 
specific nitrogens in the XPS assignments discussed in this work.  
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Figure 2.  Absorption spectra (coded in color) of 10M TSPc in water at pH 
0 (black) adjusted with HCl.  The red line spectrum is that of 10M TSPc 
acquired in DMSO. This is a spectrum of monomeric phthalocyanine species 
presented here as a reference.   
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Figure 3.  N1s region XPS for H2Pc and TSPc powders and TSPc aggregates.  The blue 
and red line fits in each spectrum are associated with the binding energies arising from the 
unprotonated and protonated Pc nitrogens, respectively. Black curve is a shake-up peak. 
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Figure 4. Large scale constant current STM image of TSPc aggregates 
on Au(111).  Image was taken in UHV after heating the sample to 100º 
C.  The set point was 1.6 V and 5 pA. 
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Figure 5.   Representative UHV-STM images of TSPc aggregates formed on Au(111).  Image (a) 
presents two types of self-organized structures: 1 parallel rows of TSPc molecules propagate 
down the length of the aggregate and 2 parallel lines of molecules are aligned at 60 to the long 
axis of the aggregate.  In image (b) the parallel molecular rows form graduated steps.  Both 
images were acquired after the samples were heated to 100 C.  The set point was 1.6V and 5pA. 
Below each figure is a cross-section of a feature identified in the image. 
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Figure 6.  Constant current high resolution image of a TSPc aggregate along 
with a cross-sectional view of molecular packing of the phthalocyanine.  The 
sample was heated to 100 C in UHV before imaging.  The molecular rows are 2 
nm apart.   The set point was 1.6V and 5pA. 
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Figure 7.  Comparison of area averaged dI/dV spectra taken from a TSPc aggregate (red 
trace) with those obtained from monolayer films of CoPc (blue trace, reference 48) and 
VOPc (black trace, reference 47) all on Au(111).   The zeros of each trace are placed 
arbitrarily to allow easier comparison of spectra. Also shown is the I/V curve obtained 
from three layers of TSPc on Au(111).  
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